NOTES:

1) DPS 1 ON FIRST DOOR TO OPEN AND LAST DOOR TO CLOSE (DOOR 1) SWITCH IS CLOSED 
WHEN DOOR IS CLOSED.

2) DPS 2 ON LAST DOOR TO OPEN AND FIRST DOOR TO CLOSE (DOOR 2) SWITCH IS OPEN 
WHEN DOOR IS CLOSED.

3) SET RELAY 1 OUTPUT ON FIRST Br-3 SET TO FUNCTION 22 FOR DC / WET VIA JUMPERS 
AS SHOWN ABOVE. ENSURE SECOND Br-3 (FUNCTION 28) RELAY 1 IS SET TO DEFAULT DRY OUTPUT 

4) DRY CONTACT ONLY. IF KEYPAD IS A WET OUTPUT CONNECT TO THE WET INPUT OF BR-3.

5) IF USING A UL MAGLOCK ENSURE THE POWER SUPPLY IS A UL POWER SUPPLY. BEA PT # 10PS1224